REFEREE DESCRIPTION/DUTY STATEMENT
1. COMMUNICATION
All referees are to communicate in a calm and professional manner, be courteous to all staff
and other referees, and to answer any reasonable approach by coaches and players.
Acknowledge, listen and above all use common sense. If you cannot answer refer to the
referee supervisor on duty.
2. PUNCTUALITY
Be on time for all games at least 10 minutes before first rostered game/s. Be ready at your
court 3 minutes before the scheduled start of the game. Any subsequent games referees are
to go to those games as quickly as possible after fulfilling scoresheet duties.
3. BEHAVIOUR
Maintain a disciplined attitude and behave properly when in the stadium (this includes the
Stars Club or any other venue where BBA competition is being conducted) whether you are
refereeing or not, because at all times you are a representative of the Bendigo Basketball
Association. All referees must have an understanding that they must ensure they are
responsible and act appropriately while in the facility.
4. RULES & BBA BY LAWS
All referees to have an understanding of the rules of basketball and the BBA By Laws and a
commitment to learn such rules.
5. RELIABILITY
To fill your commitments to rostered games. Be reliable and on time for the games you are
rostered for. Those who make themselves constantly unavailable will be dropped to the
bottom of the list when games are being allocated.
AT LEAST 24 HOURS NOTICE IS REQUIRED IF YOU ARE UNAVAILABLE. 10 MINUTES BEFORE
THE GAME IS NOT ACCEPABLE.

6. CLINICS
To attend BBRA development days & BBRA General Meetings to attain any update on rule
changes and mechanics. With an attitude and willingness to learn.
7. KEEPING AVAILABILITY FORMS CURRENT
Referee Supervisor to be notified at least 2 weeks in advance of any changes to your
availability.
8. UNIFORM
All referees to abide by the BBRA dress code.
9. SCORESHEETS
All referees are to completely and correctly fill out the score sheet at the end of the game,
this means adding up scores from each half, and total scores for the game and the correct
number of players who played ensuring that all players FULL names are recorded correctly.
10. TOURNAMENTS
I will advise the referee administrator in writing of any outside association tournaments I
will be taking part in as a referee (by filling out the VBRA tournament attendance form) no
later than 2 weeks prior to the tournament.

NAME:_____________________________________________

SIGNED: _____________________________________________ DATE:

/

/

Note:
By signing this duty statement you agree to abide by these rules.
Any referee who breaks this duty statement will be, suspended and/or fined.
Any referee who consistently breaks these rules will be removed from the roster permanently.

